**Student Council (26.01.22) – Updates from Prosasti**

Manifesto Themes:

**Sustainability.**

What progress has been made / what has been achieved?

- Working with the Sustainability Department to educate students more on sustainable things with the help of my monthly Instagram collaboration post.

What are my next steps / what do I hope to achieve by the next meeting?

- Sustainability department of the University and I are working with Uliving to run a survey on our campuses regarding recycling which will help us to know how many students know how much about recycling.

**Uno Buses.**

What progress has been made / what has been achieved?

- Uno Buses started accepting digital IDs on their buses.

What are my next steps / what do I hope to achieve by the next meeting?

- Uno bus is working on their driver name badges and will update me.

**Herts Empowerment.**

What progress has been made / what has been achieved?

- Herts Empowerment went live in December, and I am working hard to make sure all queries and questions have been answered on time.

What are my next steps / what do I hope to achieve by the next meeting?

- I will promote Herts Empowerment more because I think it is an excellent mechanism for students to raise any of their issues or complaints anytime, anywhere.

//

**Bits and bobs:**

- n/a